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Freeware of the Moment- SpiritedAway for the 
Mac
By James Kendrick

If you’re like me, when you are knee-deep in work at your computer, you don’t like 

distractions.  I have been known to constantly minimize windows to get the desktop 

clear so I can concentrate on the one task at hand.  It keeps my focus where it needs 

to be and it’s not a big deal other than the constant minimizing of the extra windows.

That’s where the Freeware of the Moment comes in.  SpiritedAway does one thing 

and one thing only: After a user-configured amount of time (I use 60 seconds), any 

window that has not been touched automagically disappears.  The program is still 

running and can be retrieved when needed from the dock but it is no longer in my 

way.  It sounds trivial but I can’t emphasize how big an impact this has made on my 

productivity to get these distractions out of my way.  My desktop stays clean, with 

only the window I am actually working in on the screen.

SpiritedAway sits in the system menu where you can configure the time delay before 

windows disappear as well as temporarily deactivate it.  You can also tick certain 

windows to be excluded so they always stay visible if desired.  I do this with my Mail 

window, which sits off to the right on the second screen where it doesn’t distract me.

The latest version of SpiritedAway won’t work on Leopard, I’ve been told, but there is 

an earlier version that I am using that works fine.  Thanks to Merlin Mann for 

pointing out this great free tool.

Firefox Hacks: Tips & Tools for Next-Generation Web
Browsing
Nigel McFarlane
2005, O’Reilly Media, Inc.
Hacks, as in customizing one’s own browser. This book looks good. Not sure everyone has the energy to customize  their 
browser but at least one knows where to start for help in doing so. Clear. And seemingly thorough.
Go to http://www.oreilly.com/catalog/firefoxhks for errata and updates. The book is available at VBPL 005.71376/

Michael Gough, SkypeTips.com
Syngress Publishing, 2006



Skype Me! From Single User to Small 
Enterprise and Beyond
Michael Gough, SkypeTips.com
Syngress Publishing, 2006

What is Skype? And why would you want to use it?
If you want to use it, how to get started? Well, this
book promises to guide a user in installing,
configuring, deploying and securing Skype VolP
solutions. And how can a book published in 2006
help the newbie to Skype in 2009?

The following article was submitted by Eleanor Cavin.  Ray Kallman, who has used Skype, says 
“I think Eleanor's review is great and can go into the newsletter as written.  She and I 
talked about it earlier this week”.

A Couple of books worth picking up

Skype is a Voice over IP (VoIP) internet protocol, voice calls over the internet, application that is also
instant messaging (IM) allowing real-time communication by voice or text. Yes, it’s phone calling from
your computer! (Emergency calls still require outside phone service via a land line or cell contract.) 
Skype can be used for data transfers and can be used on Local area networks (LAN), wireless (WiFi)
 and dial-up modems.The specs for the data transfer rates are indicated. And it is noted that dial-up
 modems do not yield the best results. The basic system requirements for PC, Mac OS and Linux are 
listed. For Macs, Panther, OS X 10.3 or later using PowerBooks, G3 and later are included. To get the 
latest software
version for your computer go to: http://www.skype.com/download/skype/macosx/ It’s free and
downloads immediately. And once you have the software you can communicate with other Skype 
users–
free. Installation is very easy, so install and go!

The book then details step-by-step starting to use Skype and basic features, advanced features, and the
full integration of Skype with other applications (at the time of writing, many seem to only work with
PC) but there is a Mac podcasting application, Nicecast http://rogueamoeba.com/nicecast/ and a Firefox
browser plug-in which probably works on the Mac platform. (It is not specifically excluded.) Some
hardware is noted and that brings us to 2009; to keep up with the always changing voice 
communication
applications and hardware, check out their updates website at: http://www.skypetips.com/web_pages/
skype_me.html And amazon.com lists Skype for Dummies by Abdulezer, Abdulezer, Drummond and
Zennstrom which may also be a good source for beginning to Skype.

Back to the book...there is a chapter on using
Skpe with local and long distance phone service
and video calls (a bandwidth problem for at home
use). Then using Skpe with laptops and
cell phones. The last section is Skype at work.

There are some reasons to use Skype and to try
it with some friends and family, especially for
the video applications and free phone calls
which should mean international. This book is
available at the Virginia Beach Public Library
004.6/G692s so check it out and get started
Skype-ing.

Firefox Hacks: Tips & Tools for Next-Generation 
Web Browsing
Nigel McFarlane
2005, O’Reilly Media, Inc.
Hacks, as in customizing one’s own browser. This 
book looks good. Not sure everyone has the 
energy to customize  their browser but at least 
one knows where to start for help in doing so. 
Clear. And seemingly thorough.
Go to http://www.oreilly.com/catalog/firefoxhks 
for errata and updates. The book is available at 
VBPL 005.71376/
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Tor On the Mac: Not as Hard as It Looks

Until very recently, Tor was always something I heard about online but never used. I 
never considered myself enough of a “hardcore” geek to really pursue it, but it turned 
out to be much simpler to use that I thought. So for those of you who were like me 
consider this a crash course in Tor for the Mac.

For more information please click on the following:

http://theappleblog.com/2009/02/03/tor-on-the-mac-not-as-hard-as-it-looks/

Beginning Mac: iCal
By David Appleyard

Calendars have come a long way from the days of a pocket diary, with software able to 

manage your schedule and information much more reliable and accessible. iCal for OS X is 

the bundled calendar application, and works surprisingly well. It appears simple on the 

surface, but packs a wide range of different features and functionality.

This article will walk you through iCal from first opening the app, to having a diary filled 

with important events, recurring appointments, alarms, attachments, and attendees.

  Click below for more:

     http://www.salon.com/tech/giga_om/mac_love/2009/02/05/beginning_mac_ical/index.html#
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